ASTRA SPORTS TOURER
HIGHLIGHTS

ENGINEERED TO EXCITE
The Astra is powered by a series of lightweight petrol, diesel and turbo engines that are efficient in every way. They deliver smooth, ample power in combination with Astra’s lightweight body for an agile and responsive drive.

LANE DEPARTURE WARNING WITH LANE KEEP ASSIST
Warning signals protect against unintentional gradual drifting – and the steering wheel even nudges gently if you move out of your lane without signalling. The real genius? It won’t sound an alarm when you don’t need one. For example, if you need to swerve hard to avoid an obstacle.

TRAFFIC SIGN RECOGNITION
This advanced sign-detection system picks up and displays speed limits and other important traffic signs and even recognises temporary electronic signage.

FORWARD COLLISION ALERT
Gives you an audible and visible signal if you approach slower vehicles too fast from behind. The system will also help avoid low-speed rear-end collisions by giving an additional warning in the driver’s field of view.

INTELLILUX LED MATRIX HEADLIGHTS*
The Astra comes with premium class features and innovative ideas like IntelliLux LED Matrix headlights that automatically avoid dazzling other drivers. It means you’ll never have to switch between high and low beam again and also gives you more time to react to potential hazards, making for safer driving.

INTELLILINK INFOTAINMENT WITH APPLE CARPLAY™
Looking to be the most connected car on the road? With our award-winning IntelliLink® multi-media system, enjoy seamless connectivity with your smartphone or tablet! With Apple CarPlay™, you’ll be able to project certain apps and functions to your Opel’s touchscreen display, so you can safely stay connected, even while you drive.

A LOW STILL FOR EASY LOADING
Made for easy loading, the luggage area has a nice flat floor (with storage space underneath) and a practical rectangular-shaped footprint, with up to 1,630 litres of space with the rear seats folded down, and 540 litres if there’s five on board.

HANDS-FREE POWER TAILGATE*
Just waggle your foot under the rear bumper, and hey presto, the tailgate opens itself. To close it, just do the same. Intelligently controlled by eight sensors, the handsfree system also monitors whether the tailgate is going to be obstructed when it opens or closes, automatically stopping and returning to a safe position.

Disclaimer:
*HIGHLIGHT shows the various equipment that can be made available in the vehicle as a factory option. However it may not be a standard equipment in the current model available in Singapore. Opel will use reasonable efforts to ensure that the content is accurate and up-to-date but does not accept any liability for any claims or losses arising from a reliance upon the content in this brochure. Some of the information published may not be current due to product changes which may have occurred since it was described. Some of the equipment described or shown may only be available in certain countries or may be optional or extra cost. Opel reserves the right to change product specifications at any time. For the actual product specifications, please check with your sales consultant on the latest detailed information. Compatibility and certain functional items may differ depending on type of device and version of operating system. To check the compatibility of your device, contact your Opel retailer. Opel, Opel logo, Apple CarPlay and Android Auto are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Android is a trademark of Google Inc. Apple CarPlay and Android Auto may not be available in all countries.

EXTERIOR COLOURS

Summit White Absolute Red Coconut Sovereign Silver Mineral Black
## TECHNICAL DATA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Astra Sports Tourer 1.6L Turbo Diesel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### ENGINE
- Engine Type: 160TH
- Capacity cc: 1598
- Power: 136kW/5500 - 4000
- Torque: Nm/rpm: 320/2000 - 2550
- Emission Category: Euro 6
- Gearbox: 6-speed automatic

### PERFORMANCE
- Top Speed km/h: 207
- Acceleration 0-100km/h: 10.1
- Driven Wheels: Front

### FUEL CONSUMPTION
- Combined: 100km: 5.4
- CO2 Emissions g/km: 141
- Fuel Capacity L: 52
- VES Banding: 8

### EXTERIOR DIMENSION
- Length/Width/Height mm: 4702/1809/1510
- Wheelbase mm: 2662
- Tyre Size: 215/55R17
- Turning Circle mm: 11440
- Unladen Weight kg: 1381
- Load Space L: 540
- Load Space L (collapsed seats): 1550

## STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS

### EXTERIOR EQUIPMENT
- Alloy Wheels: 16 inch
- Halogen Headlamps
- Chrome Garnish
- Hands-Free Power Tailgate
- LED Tail Lamps
- Daytime Running LED
- Power Wing Mirrors
- LED Matrix Headlamps

### INTERIOR EQUIPMENT
- Start-Stop System
- Front Seats Height Adjustment: Driver
- Leather Steering Covered
- Multi-Function Steering Wheel
- IntelliLink Entertainment with Apple CarPlay™
- Keyless Entry
- Dual Zone Climate Control
- Ambient Lighting
- Parking Brake Power Operated
- Chrome Garnish
- Leather Seats
- Solar Film
- Recording Device: Front & Rear

### SAFETY EQUIPMENT
- 6 Airbags
- 3-point Inertia Seat Belts For All Occupants
- Isofix Child Seat Mounting Points
- Seat Belts Inflators
- Rain Sensor
- Cruise Control
- Parking Sensors: Front & Rear
- Reverse Camera
- Osaq Eye Sensors: Limited

There may be minor equipment changes due to model year change.